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Abstract
At present, the water-cooling simulation of the water-cooled magnetic coupler is based on the water-cooled motor
and the hydraulic coupler, which cannot accurately characterize the temperature distribution of the rotating watercooled coupling of the coupler. Focusing on rotating water cooling radiating, the present paper proposes simulating
the water cooling temperature field as well as the flow field through the method of combining fluid-solid coupled
heat transfer and MRF (Multiphase Reference Frame). In addition, taking an 800 kW magnetic coupling as an example,
the paper optimizes the shape, number, cooling water inlet speed‚ and so on‚ of the cooling channel. Considering
factors such as the complete machine’s temperature, and drag torque, it is proved that the cooling effect is best when
there are 36 involute curved channels and when the inlet speed is 3 m/s. Further, through experiments, the actual
temperature values at six different positions when 50 kW and 70 kW thermal losses differ are measured. The measured values agree with the simulation results, proving the correctness of the proposed method. Further, data have
been collected during the entire experimental procedure‚ and the variation in the coupling’s temperature is analyzed
in depth, with the objective of laying a foundation for the estimation of the inner temperature rise as well as for the
optimization of the structural design.
Keywords: Water-cooling magnetic coupling, Fluid-solid coupling, Channel, Three-dimensional temperature field
1 Introduction
Magnetic coupling is a new type of non-contact pure
mechanical transmission gear [1]. It is applicable to
severe environments with conditions such as high humidity and dust [2], and it can realize a flexible transmission
connection from motor to load by sensing the mutual
effect between the magnetic fields with high transmission
efficiency [3]. Magnetic coupling provides torque mainly
through a copper disk vortex, which will cause loss at the
same time and become a major heat release source [4]. As
a result, the equipment’s temperature will increase [5]. In
particular, the heating value of a high-power coupling will
be considerable [6]. When the temperature is excessively
high, the copper disk will become soft and lose its shape
under the centrifugal effect [7]. In this way, the dynamic
balancing performance will be reduced substantially,
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causing violent vibration, which will seriously damage
the bearing [8]; at the same time, high temperature will
cause the thread fastening agent to melt. Finally, the bolt
will fall, leading to equipment breakdown and danger to
the lives of personnel [9]. Moreover, the heat resistance
of the coupling’s key part, namely, the permanent magnet, is poor [10]. Excessive temperature will create irreversible demagnetization of the permanent magnet [11,
12]. Hence, there are potential safety hazards when the
temperature becomes too high that negatively affect the
equipment’s stable operation. As a result, it is necessary
to design a special water cooling system for the heat radiating from the heat source, the copper disk.
Water cooling radiating is commonly used in equipment, such as high-power motors, CPUs, and frequency
converters [13]. The cooling method is static heat transfer of the cooling water jacket and heat source [14]. The
cooling water can take away heat when it flows through
the channel [15]. For example, a high-power motor’s
water cooling radiating system [16], which adopts the
approach of a cooling water jacket enclosing the motor
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stator, is motor radiating, whose coolant galleries mainly
have a Z-shaped circumference [17], spiral-shaped circumference [18], half-spiral-shaped circumference [19],
Z-shaped axial direction [20], and so on [21]. When the
cooling water jacket is static, temperature field simulation can be carried out if the relevant conditions, such as
cooling water flow or speed are given [22]. The calculation process is relatively simple. The water cooling systems of the CPU and the frequency converter are similar
to that of the motor [23, 24], which all employ a cooling
channel and heat source static heat transfer and employ
similar calculation methods as those utilized in traditional water cooling simulation.
However, the heat source part of the magnetic coupling
is a high-speed rotational rotor, making it impossible to
employ the calculation method used in the traditional
cooling method. Water cooling magnetic coupling usually achieves the aim of heat dissipation by opening a
channel on the heat source rotor and the flow of cooling
water. The heat source rotor rotates at a high speed. In
addition, the inlet and outlet of water are open to the outside. The cooling water also rotates at a high speed with
the channel‚ and its flow field movement as well as distribution are extremely uncertain. When the fluid-solid
coupled heat transmission process of cooling water and
copper disk and steel disk is transferred to the simulation, it is not easy to establish an equivalent model, and
defining the boundary conditions is complicated, which
makes it difficult to carry out the coupling’s water cooling thermodynamic calculation as well as the simulation
calculation. There are few studies on the flow field and
temperature field of high-speed revolution flow cooling. Moreover, studies concerning high-power coupling
of the water cooling flow field and the temperature field
are even fewer. Only Dai et al. [25] have carried out a
two-dimensional flow field simulation calculation on a
high-power water cooling cylinder permanent magnet
governor and corrected the convection heat release coefficient on the outer surface of the conductor cylinder.
However, their calculation model uses a cylinder-type
magnetic governor, in which the cooling water flows
inside the peripheral circular ring and does not rotate
with the rotor. Because it employs the traditional water
cooling radiating simulation method, it cannot represent
the complicated heat transfer model of cooling water
rotating with a rotor.
The present paper adopts the calculation method of the
unsteady state fluid-solid coupling heat transfer model
combined with multiphase reference frame (MRF). This
is to carry out a thermodynamic simulation of the flow
field and temperature field of an 800 kW water cooling
magnetic coupling rotating heat source, optimize the
channel, test three different curved channels of varying
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shapes, and determine the optimal channel shape. Meanwhile, the impact of varying the number of distinct
channels and inlet speed on the temperature field under
the optimal flow channel shape are also calculated, in
order to optimize the flow field and the temperature
field. Finally, an experimental platform of water cooling
coupling is created. The above-mentioned calculation
methods, as well as the optimized cooling channels, are
verified through experiments that prove the correctness
of the calculation methods and the soundness of the optimized results, offering reliable calculation methods for
cooling water rotating fluid-solid coupling heat transfer.

2 Configuration of the Exoskeleton Arm System
The structure diagram of the water-cooling-type magnetic coupling is shown in Figure 1. It is mainly composed
of the magnetic coupling body, the outer box‚ and the circulating water cooling system. The coupling body, which
is composed of the input module and the output module, is shown in Figure 2. A copper disk, steel disk, and
so on, comprise the input module, which is connected to
the motor; a permanent magnet, aluminum disk, magnet cover, and so on, make up the outlet module, which
is connected to the load end. Its working principle is as
follows: the motor starts and drives the coupling’s input
end’s rotor to rotate. When the input end rotor’s copper
disk rotates, relative motion is produced between the
copper disk and the permanent magnet. Through the air
gap, the alternating magnetic field generates a vortex on
the copper disk. At the same time, the vortex produces
an induced magnetic field, which interacts with the
original magnetic field, making the permanent magnet
rotate along the same direction as the copper disk, which
obtains the transmission from the motor torque to load
torque and then drives the load to rotate.

Figure 1 Structure diagram of water-cooling-type coupling
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3 Thermal‑fluid Coupled Analysis of 3D Numerical
Model
3.1 Physical Model and Mesh Generation

Figure 2 Structure diagram of coupling body

During the torque transmission, there will also be
vortex loss, which is mainly the copper disk vortex loss,
a heat source that will lead to a temperature rise in the
copper disk and associated components. Due to the
high temperature, the copper disk may become soft, the
thread fastening agent may melt, and the permanent
magnet may demagnetize. It is necessary to arrange a
cooling water channel to cool the copper disk. Theoretically, it is best to open a flow channel on the copper disk
to cool it directly. However, as the key part of vortex,
the integrity of the copper disk is of vital importance to
the magnetic field. Therefore, it is not advisable to open
a flow channel on the copper disk. Alternatively, a flow
channel is opened on the steel disk connected to the copper disk. In this way, not only can the integrity of the vortex field be guaranteed, but also the heat release effect
can be maximized. The cooling water circulating process
and the cooling flow channel of the steel disk are shown
in Figure 3.

The present paper takes an 800 kW water-cooling-type
magnetic coupling as the object of study. The coupling’s
structure is bilaterally symmetric. The left part is taken
as the study object and a physical model for it is found,
as shown in Figure 4. In the model, the structure used is a
copper disk and a steel disk with a linear channel, whose
dimensions are indicted in Table 1.
In order to simplify the model, the following assumptions are made [26]: 1) The heat source load is applied to
the copper disk’s inner part averagely. 2) The heat conductivity coefficient, specific heat, density, and so on, of
each component are all constants, which are independent
of temperature. 3) The thermal radiation of the coupling’s
inner electromagnetic wave is ignored. 4) Thermal radiation inside the model is not taken into account. Instead,
only heat conductivity and forced convection heat transfer are considered.
Physical models mainly include solid domain parts
such as the steel disk, copper disk, permanent magnet
disk, and permanent magnet cover. Also included is the
fluid domain part consisting of cooling water, among
which the rotating speed of the steel disk, copper disk,
and cooling water fluid domain is 1500 r/min, and their
rotating axis is the Z axis. The greatest attention is paid
to the copper disk’s temperature distribution and channel’s flow field characteristics. Therefore, the channel
and copper disk’s mesh require a density increase. They
are divided by a hexahedral mesh. In addition, the heat
transfer coupling surface wall and wall-shadow are split.
Fluid-solid coupled thermal calculation is carried out in
FLUENT. The physical model and mesh model are shown
in Figure 4.
3.2 Boundary Conditions

In the simulation, the fluid-solid coupled model and
MRF model are adopted [27], different materials are set
for different domains, and the rotating domain’s speed of

Figure 3 Cooling process and cooling channel

Figure 4 Physical model and mesh model
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Table 1 Size specification of the model
Name

Inner diameter/
length (mm)

Outer diameter/
width (mm)

Thickness/
depth
(mm)

Copper disk

450

780

10

Steel disk

420

800

22

Channel

120

10

4

Figure 5 Linear channel, circular curved channel, and involute
curved channel

rotation is set to be 1500 r/min. The copper disk will generate heat because of vortex loss. With the focus on the
800 kW magnetic coupling studied in the present paper,
ANSOFT magnetic field simulation is carried out, from
which it is clear that the average thermal loss of the copper disk is 1.46×107 W/m3. The channel inlet is set to be
the velocity inlet, and the inlet temperature is T = 313.15
K. As for the outlet, it is set to be outflow (fully developed, free stream). Under the centrifugal effect, cooling
water flows turbulently. The present paper adopts the
RNG turbulence flow model, which performs better with
rotating flow.
The cooling flow field of the water-cooled permanent
magnet coupler is accompanied by the transfer of heat
and the heat transfer process satisfies the law of conservation of energy [28]. Specifically, the increase in energy
in the fluid element is equal to the net heat flux into the
micro-element, and the expression for the sum of the
mass force and the surface force on the work performed
by the micro-element [29] is as follows:

∂(ρE)/∂T + ∇ · [�
u(ρE + P)]


= ∇ · kef ∇T −
hi Ji + (τef · u
� ) + Sh ,


(1)

i

where E is the total energy of the fluid micro-element, hi
is the enthalpy of component i, kef is the effective conduction coefficient, Ji is the diffusion flux of component i, Sh
is the volume heat source. is the eddy current loss heat
output of the magnetic field simulation analysis.
The pressure-speed coupled mode employs the SIMPLE calculation method. The pressure difference method
adopts the standard pressure difference format, which
uses a second-order upwind scheme.

4 Numerical Simulation Results and Analysis
4.1 Simulation Analysis of Different Channel Shapes

Based on the different shapes of the cooling water channel, many selection schemes for opening channels on the
physical model are possible. Considering the heat dissipation effect as well as the processing cost of the channel, the present paper selects the linear flow channel,
circular curved channel‚ and involute curved channel for

simulation and comparison. Their heat dissipation performance is analyzed. The width of the channel is set as
10 mm, the depth as 4 mm, the central circle diameter
of the channel’s inlet as 465 mm, the central circle diameter of the channel’s outlet as 765 mm‚ and the number of
channels as 36. The model is as shown in Figure 5.
From the FLUENT analog simulation, the results in
Table 2 are obtained.
As shown in Table 2, when the thermal loss, 50 kW,
of the single-deck copper disk stays the same, the heat
release effect under the maximum temperature of the
entire body is as follows: the linear channel reduces the
temperature by 413 °C, the circular curved channel by
455.4 °C, and the involute curved channel by 474.6 °C.
Thus, it is the involute curved channel that achieves the
best cooling effect. The details of the maximum temperature of the permanent magnet are as follows: the linear
channel reduces the temperature by 135.2 °C, the circular curved channel by 157.4 °C, and the involute curved
channel by 167.8 °C. Thus, it is still the involute curved
channel that achieves the best cooling effect. The drag
torque details are as follows: for clockwise rotation, the
drag torque of the linear channel is larger than that of the
circular curved channel, whose drag torque exceeds that
of the involute curved channel. Therefore, it is the involute curved channel that has the best cooling effect. It
reduces the temperature of the entire body’s highest temperature rise and the permanent magnet’s temperature
rise to a great extent with a relatively small drag torque.
While designing the coupling, it is necessary to take the
direction of rotation into account. In sum, the involute
curved channel scheme is the best choice.
The temperature distribution situation can be observed
in the input temperature distribution of the different
channel types as shown in Figure 6. For the model with
the cooling channel, the maximum temperature is in
the copper disk, and the minimum temperature is at the
inlet of the cooling water. The copper disk’s temperature increases gradually from inside to outside along the
radial direction. Because of its heat transfer with the copper disk, the cooling water’s temperature increases gradually, and the temperature at the parts uncovered by the
channel is relatively higher. From the overall temperature
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Table 2 Parameter comparison of temperature results
Name

The maximum temperature of the entire
body (℃)

The maximum temperature
of the permanent magnet (℃)

Drag torque
(N m)

No channel

544

213.6

1.26

Linear shape

131

78.4

12.23

Circular curved shape

88.6

56.2

11.41

Involute curved shape

69.4

45.8

10.32

distribution, there is little difference between the temperature distribution of the circular curved channel and
that of the involute curved channel. However, the lowtemperature areas in the temperature cloud maps of the
two channels are far larger than those of the linear channels. Temperatures of the parts covered by the curved
channel are all relatively low. In particular, most of the
low-temperature values of the cooling copper disk’s involute curved channel are 40–48 °C, while the temperature
values of the linear channel copper disk are all above
104 °C. Upon comparison, it is the involute curved channel that has the best cooling effect. Moreover, the temperature distribution at the input end after cooling is also
the most reasonable, which brings higher security as well
as stability with relatively low processing cost as well as
few differences from the circular curved channel. Thus,
the involute curved channel is selected to be the cooling
channel of the water-cooling-type magnetic coupling.
Figure 7 shows the velocity vector distribution map of
the linear channel, circular curved channel, and involute
curved channel. From the figure, it can be seen that the
directions of flow of the fluid are the same for all three
channel types. Cooling water flows out from the outlet after entering from the inlet and getting accelerated
through centrifugal force. The maximum velocity of the
linear channel is 57 m/s and that of the circular curved
channel is 64.6 m/s, the maximum velocity of the involute
curved channel is 68.2 m/s. When the rotating speeds are
the same, the involute curved channel achieves the best
acceleration effect. Because the curved channel conforms to the rotor’s rotating direction and possesses a
smoother channel curve, it has a larger acceleration effect
and is able to take away more heat, thereby achieving better heat dissipation performance. Further, as the involute channel curve is more adaptable to the direction of
rotation, its drag torque value is comparatively smaller,
which is more beneficial for the transmission of magnetic
torque.
To sum up, among the three types of channels, the
cooling effect of the involute channel is the best, which
can be observed from the channel type. The ring distribution of the involute curved channel is more average,
and the space difference between the cooling water’s
inlet and outlet is not very large. To reflect the channel

distribution situation in a more intuitive way, we have
analyzed and studied the influence rule of the specific
value b/B between the cooling water inlet’s minimum
space b and the outlet’s minimum space B on the cooling effect. As shown in Figure 8, for the linear channel,
b/B = 32.5/57.5 = 0.565; for the circular curve channel,
b/B = 12.8/20.2 = 0.634; and for the involute curved channel, b/B = 15.8/16.8 = 0.94. The cooling effects of the
three show an increasing trend. In other words, the closer
the value of b/B is to 1, the better the cooling effect.
When b/B is close to 1, it means that the channel distribution and channel space are average. High-speed revolution imparts a better acceleration effect to the cooling
water, which results in a larger cooling effect.
4.2 Simulation Analysis of Different Number of Channels

The analog simulation described in the paper showed
that the involute curved channel has the best heat dissipation effect, and its drag torque is comparatively smaller.
In addition, its processing cost does not rise much compared with that of the circular curved channel. Thus, the
involute curved channel is chosen as the object of study,
with the objective of analyzing the influence of different
number of channel on the model’s heat dissipation performance. Although increasing the number of channels
can help enhance cooling performance, an excessively
large number of channels may lead to serious leakage flux
of the copper disk, which would make it unable to transmit the reserved torque. Moreover, too many channels
will cause the drag torque to increase. Hence, it is necessary to find the optimal number of channels. The present
paper simulates the heat dissipation performance when
the thermal losses are the same and the channel numbers
are 24, 28, 32, 36, 40, and 44. The simulation results are
shown in Figure 6.
Figure 9(a) plots the impact of the change in the number of channels on the peak temperature rise of the complete machine as well as on the drag torque. From the
figure, it can be seen that the peak temperature decreases
as the number of channels increases. When there are 36
channels, the decreasing trend slows down. The peak
temperature drops from 132 °C to 99.8 °C, and the drag
torque increases as the number of channels increases.
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Figure 6 Cloud map of temperature distribution at the input end of
different channel types (°C)
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Figure 7 Velocity vector diagram of different channels (m/s)
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When the number of channels changes from 36 to 44, the
drag torque rises significantly.
Figure 9(b) plots the impact of the change in the number of channels on the permanent magnet’s temperature
as well as on the copper disk’s leakage flux coefficient.
From the figure, it is clear that with the increase in the
number of channels, the permanent magnet’s peak
temperature rise falls. When there are 36 channels, the
decreasing tendency slows down. The peak temperature
falls from 94.3 °C to 51.8 °C, and the leakage flux coefficient of the copper disk rises as the number of channels
increases, from 1.023 to 1.407.
Considering that the temperature falls slowly with the
increase in the number of channels after 36 channels,
and the drag torque as well as the leakage flux increases
considerably, the number of cooling channels is selected
to be 36 for magnetic coupling, which is relatively
reasonable.
Figure 8 Specific values b/B of inlet and outlet space

Figure 9 Temperature rise, drag torque, and leakage flux coefficient
under different number of channels

4.3 Simulation Analysis of Different Inlet Velocities

The number of channels was set to be 36, and the model
was established. Varying inlet velocities were set: 1, 3,
5, 7, 9, 11, 13, and 15 m/s, respectively, in terms of the
boundary conditions. Their influence on the model’s heat
dissipation performance was analyzed, and the optimal
inlet velocity was obtained. The simulation results are
shown in Figure 7.
Figure 10(a) plots the impact of the cooling water’s different inlet velocities on the complete machine’s peak
temperature as well as on the drag torque. From the figure, it can be seen that the complete machine’s peak temperature rise falls gradually with the increase in the inlet
velocity, and the decreasing trend becomes small. After 3
m/s, the decreasing trend of the peak temperature slows
down. However, the complete machine’s drag torque
increases as the velocity increases. When the flow volume increases, fluid inside the channel increases, causing
the drag during rotation to increase; after 3 m/s, the drag
torque’s increasing trend is more apparent.
Figure 10(b) plots the impact of the cooling water’s different inlet velocities on the permanent magnet’s highest
temperature. With the increase in the inlet velocity, the
permanent magnet’s peak temperature rise falls gradually,
and the decreasing trend slows down, with 3 m/s being
the demarcation point. That is to say, when the thermal
loss of the magnetic coupling’s copper disk is constant
and when the cooling water’s inlet velocity increases to
a certain degree, the heat taken away can cool the copper
disk. Therefore, a further increase in velocity will not be
advantageous.
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Figure 11 Water cooling coupling experimental schematic

Figure 12 Experimental platform
Figure 10 Temperature rise, drag torque under different inlet
velocities

The inlet velocity is directly related to the flow volume
of the periphery cooling system. Therefore, it is necessary
to take the periphery cooling system’s circulating water
flow and factors, such as the water pump, motor selection, covered area, into comprehensive consideration. It
is appropriate to choose 3 m/s as the cooling water’s inlet
velocity.

5 Experimental Verification
5.1 Experimental Platform

In order to verify the accuracy of the method that uses
fluid-solid coupled heat transfer and the MRF model to
calculate the rotating cooling temperature field, which is
proposed in the present paper, and also to study the distribution of the water cooling coupling temperature field
during the actual operational process, in order to optimize the coupling’s structure, an experimental platform
is established for verification and analysis.
The experimental platform is composed of an 800 kW
water-cooling magnetic coupling, an infrared thermometer sensor, a torque speed sensor, an 800 kW mineused anti-explosion drive motor, an 800 kW mine-used

anti-explosion loading motor, a control system, and
a water cooling circulating system. Among them, the
water-cooling magnetic coupling’s cooling end employs
the involute curved channel. The number of channels is
36. The diameters of the cooling water’s inlet and outlet are each 10 mm, and the thickness of the channel is
4 mm. The water cooling circulating system includes the
periphery oil and water heat exchanger, inlet and outlet
piezometer, thermometer, electromagnetic flowmeter,
circulating water pump, and water tank. The experimental process is shown in Figure 11, and the experimental
platform is shown in Figure 12.
The operating principle of the experimental platform is
as follows: the power is turned on, and the drive motor
starts rotating, driving the input end’s rotor to rotate. At
this time, relative movement occurs inside the coupling,
generating a magnetic field. Under the effect of the vortex magnetic field, the loading motor starts rotating. The
electric actuator is adjusted to change the gap between
the permanent magnet and the copper disk, in order to
change the output power. The PC machine and controller manipulate the drive motor and load. A torque speed
sensor is installed under the velocity-measuring fluted
disk of the input and output ends, measuring the input
and output rotating speeds; a thermometer is installed
at the pipe section of the coupling’s cooling water inlet
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Figure 13 Measuring points of temperature sensor

and outlet, measuring the temperature of the inlet and
outlet water; an electromagnetic flowmeter is installed
at the outlet of the pump, measuring the flow volume of
the cooling water; and a temperature sensor is installed
inside the box, measuring the temperatures of different
parts of the copper disk. From the water temperatures
of the cooling water inlet and outlet, the heat dissipation
capacity of the cooling water can be calculated. Moreover, the copper disk’s temperature measured by the infrared thermometer sensor and the simulated value are
compared.
The experimental scheme is described in the following: (1) To verify the correctness of the temperature field
of the involute curved channel calculated with the fluidsolid coupled heat transmission and MRF model, six uniformly spaced temperatures are utilized for verification.
In other words, a temperature sensor is used to collect
stable values of the six measuring points as shown in Figure 13, and they are compared with the simulation calculation results from a single copper disk of 50 kW and
70 kW. (2) The variation in the temperature data up to
stability are collected at each point. The characteristics of
the temperature are analyzed so as to provide reference
points for further optimization of the channel.
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on the controller does not change. The experiment is
now halted. The coupling is left alone until its temperature reaches the indoor temperature. The above process is repeated until the loading motor’s rotating speed
is 1260 r/min, the slip ratio is 15%, and the single disk’s
thermal loss is 70 kW. The motor is kept running for sufficient time until the collecting temperature displayed on
the controller does not change. The experiment is then
halted.
The comparison between the experimental temperature and the simulation temperature at the six measuring
points is as shown in Figure 14. Under the two situations
where the single disk’s thermal losses are 50 kW and 70
kW, the variations in the simulation value and experimental value of the temperature are consistent: the peak
temperatures are both at position 6, and the minimum
temperatures are both at position 1. There is no cooling channel at position 6, and therefore the temperature
rise is obvious; position 1 corresponds to the inlet of
the cooling water and contacts low-temperature cooling
water. Therefore, the cooling effect is the best, and the

5.2 Experimental Process and Results
5.2.1 Verification of Simulation Results

The experimental process consists of the following steps:
the electric actuator is adjusted to maximize the air gap
of the coupling (34 mm). Then the drive motor is started,
driving the magnetic coupling’s outer cover to rotate at
the nominal rotating speed of 1480 r/min; the loading
motor is static. The aperture of the actuator is then used
to gradually decrease the coupling’s air gap. The transmission torque increases gradually. The loading motor
will start during the process of reducing the air gap, until
its rotating speed reaches 1315 r/min. At this time, the
slip ratio is approximately 12.5%, and the single disk’s
thermal loss is 50 kW. The motor is kept running for sufficient time until the collecting temperature displayed

Figure 14 Comparison between the experiment value and
temperature value at the measuring points
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Figure 15 Changing curve of output temperature when copper
disk’s thermal loss is 50 kW

temperature is the lowest. The temperature differences
between the simulation value and experimental value
are both within 4 °C. The error is within the permissible
range, proving the correctness of the method of fluidsolid coupled heat transmission combined with the MRF
model.
5.2.2 Analysis of the Change in Temperature Field

The values at each point are collected when the slip ratio
is 12.5% and the single disk’s thermal loss is 50 kW in
order to analyze the variation, as shown in Figure 15.
The experiment starts at 09:09:12, when the temperature
is the indoor temperature, namely, 23 °C. With the rotation of the motor, temperatures at all the points start rising and then begin to stabilize. Moreover, the higher the
stable temperature value, the longer the time to reach a
stable value; this is explained by the fact that the initial
slip of the coupling is relatively large and thus produces
relatively more heat. However, the copper rotor’s rotating
speed is not high, the cooling water’s flow speed is low,
and the heat dissipation capacity is poor. As a result, the
temperatures gradually rise; when the slip becomes constant, the heat production volume is fixed, and the cooling water’s flow speed becomes the same as the copper
rotor’s rotating speed” can be used, the heat convection
coefficient is constant, and the temperature finally stabilizes. The higher the stable temperature value, the longer
the time needed to reach a stable value when the heat
dissipation capacity is fixed.
Comparison between the experimental value and the
simulation value shows that the experimental result is
higher than the simulation result. The following analysis explains this error: 1) The flow speed of the cooling
water used in the simulation calculation is constant, and
the distribution inside the channel is average. Nevertheless, in the experiment, the cooling water will be biased
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toward the channel under the centrifugal effect of rotation, and will be unable to fill the channel completely.
Therefore, the cooling effect is not as good as the simulation result. 2) During the experimental process, the
bearing will produce a temperature rise while rotating
at a high speed, which will be transmitted to the copper disk through heat conduction and thus increase the
copper disk’s temperature. However, the heat is not considered in the analog simulation. That is, the heat used
in the simulation is lower than the actual heat in the
experiment. 3) In the experiment, the temperature of the
peripheral cooling water heat transfer system will rise
to some extent after a long period of heat exchange. The
cooling water’s temperature increases after heat transfer,
when the effect of heat transfer decreases. However, in
the simulation calculation, the inlet temperature of the
cooling water is constant, and the heat transfer effect is
constant. Thus, its heat dissipation effect is better.
In a practical application of high-power water cooling magnetic coupling, only the inlet and outlet water
temperatures of the circulating cooling water can be
measured. It is impossible to know the temperatures of
vulnerable key parts, such as the copper disk and permanent magnet accurately. At present, the solution method
proposed in the present paper can be used for calculation
in order to predict the temperatures of the copper disk
and permanent magnet. In this way, when the temperature becomes excessively high, protective measures can
be taken to safeguard the copper disk and permanent
magnet to prevent malfunctions caused by high temperature rise, such as softening of the copper disk and
demagnetizing of the permanent magnet. Therefore,
the solution put forward in the paper has high practical
application value.

6 Conclusions
To validate the simulation method of the fluid-solid heat
transfer model combined with the MRF model proposed
in the paper, a simulation calculation is carried out for
the high-speed rotating water-cooling-type magnetic
coupling’s temperature field, which is relatively less studied. The cooling channel is optimized and the proposed
simulation method verified through experiment. The following conclusions are drawn:
(1) Using the finite element method, a temperature
field simulation calculation is carried out for four
different channel types: no channel, linear channel,
circular curve channel, and involute curved channel. The results show that the heat dissipation performance and torque transmission of the involute
curved channel are the best. Therefore, the involute
curved channel is the right choice.
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(2) Different numbers of channels are investigated. The
results show that when there are 36 channels, the
heat dissipation effect can meet the requirements.
At this time, the increase in the number of channels
will not enhance the cooling effect much, yet the
drag torque will clearly increase. Thus, the number
of channel numbers is set to be 36.
(3) Different inlet velocities of cooling water are studied. It is discovered that the heat dissipation effect
is ideal when the velocity is 3 m/s. At this time, the
increase in velocity has little influence on the heat
dissipation effect, but the drag torque will rise significantly, and the requirements for the periphery
cooling system become stricter. Thus, 3 m/s can be
set as the optimal inlet velocity.
(4) The experiment is used to verify the water-coolingtype magnetic coupling’s temperature field with 36
involute curved channels, an inlet velocity of 3 m/s,
and heat sources of 50 kW and 70 kW. The results
are close to the simulation calculation results,
which proves the correctness of the proposed
method. Meanwhile, a study has been conducted
on the variation in the actual temperature field, in
order to provide reference points for the optimization of the structure.
(5) Although it is impossible to measure the real-time
temperature of the vital components inside the coupling, such as the copper disk and permanent magnet, the method proposed in the paper can be used
to calculate and predict the temperature distribution, in order to prevent component malfunctions
caused by an excessive temperature rise.
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